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MRS. PAUL WURZBURGER DONATES MAJOR CALDER MOBILE
TO CLEVELAND MUSEUM OF ART

Korean Painting, Japanese Ceramic, Italian Drawing, and other Works Acquired

CLEVELAND— A large painted mobile by Alexander Calder (1898-1976) has been given

to the Cleveland Museum of Art by Mrs. Odette Valabregue Wurzburger in memory of her

husband, Paul D. Wurzburger, announced Kate M. Sellers, the museum’s acting director, last

week. Two Systems (ca. 1953) is now on view in the museum’s contemporary galleries. A
painting ofBamboo by Korea’s foremost painter of the subject, Yi Chong (1541-1622), and

other newly acquired works are now on view in the recent acquisitions gallery.

“The Calder is spectacular, and will enliven CMA’s contemporary galleries,” said

Sellers. “It is colorful and whimsical; simple, yet complicated. It drifts so easily and gently

with the slightest air current. People are going to love it.”

Says Tom E. Hinson, CMA’s curator of contemporary art and photography:

“Alexander Calder was one of America’s most innovative and technically accomplished

sculptors. Two Systems is an impressive, classic example of the magical mobiles he invented.

Its distinctive ‘petals’ are smaller and feel more handcrafted than those of later, less

personalized mobiles. A playful, practical, and daredevil originality made Calder one of our

century’s most important artists, but a great mobile by Calder has long been missing from the

CMA collection. This piece adds immensely to our presentation of mid-century modem art.”

Trained as a mechanical engineer, Calder became fascinated with the astronomical

discoveries of the early 20
th
century, and translated his engineering background and his

interest in the universe into artistic explorations of movement of counterbalanced objects in

space. His hanging mobiles and standing “stabiles” were usually, like Two Systems,

composed of petal- or paddle-like shapes painted in bold, primary colors. They range from

miniature to gallery-size, dwarfing visitors. Two Systems, made of aluminum sheet and iron

wire, is 63 x 78 inches. The Wurzburgers bought Two Systems in 1966. A major donor to

CMA, Odette Valabregue Wurzburger has been a longtime supporter of three of its affiliate
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groups: the Museum Council (formerly the Advisory Council), the Contemporary Art Society, and the Musart

Society. She has donated several works of art over the past three decades, including pieces by French painters

Delacroix (with Mr. Wurzburger), Utrillo, and Vlaminck.

Mrs. Wurzburger was active in the French resistance, gamering a number of France’s top military honors as

well as, in 1979, its greatest commendation, the Legion of Honor. A practicing lawyer in France and the United

States, she has taken particular interest in juvenile court reform and in law relating to life sciences. Her interests in

music led her to co-found the Cleveland (formerly Robert Casadesus) International Piano Competition. Bom in

Avignon, France, she divides her time between homes in Cleveland Heights and Paris.

Two Systems joins a small Calder “stabile” in the CMA collection, White Loops and Red Spiral on Black

(1959), given in 1961 by The Halle Bros. Co.

* * *

Until now, CMA’s vast Asian collections have included no paintings by Yi Chong, recognized in Korean

cultural history for his bamboo paintings and his status as a member of the royal family who forsook public office to

become an artist. The CMA’s newly acquired ink-on-silk hanging scroll is a characteristically spare, subtle

composition devoid of decorative flourishes, inscriptions, or prominent mounting. As curator of Japanese and

Korean art Michael Cunningham puts it, “This represents Yi Chong’s talents at their finest; the addition of this work,

which is in excellent condition, to our growing Korean collection, is indeed auspicious.” (

Also selected by Cunningham for acquisition was a rare Japanese earthenware Haniwa in the Form ofan

Archer
,
some four feet tall, from about AD 500. Haniwa were ceramic totems or sculptures placed around mounded

burials of the elite of Japan’s Kofun-period society (AD 250-600). No other example of this type of haniwa (a large,

sophisticated archer form) is known to exist in a Western collection.

Entering CMA’s drawings collection is Portrait ofa Lady within an Elaborate Cartouche
,
by Giuseppe

Cades (1750-1799), the museum’s first work by this significant neo-classical artist. Evidently created for the sitter,

this highly finished drawing portrays her in profile, like a ruler depicted on an ancient or Renaissance coin, ringed by

a pair of male nudes (personifying victory and fame) holding a crown above her. Chief curator Diane De Grazia,

who proposed the acquisition, acclaims it as “over the top— a tour deforce of masterful French and Italian artistic

styles in one work, and a very decorative, beautiful example of Cades at his best.” It will be in the exhibition Master

Drawings from the Cleveland Museum of Art opening here next summer and traveling to the Pierpont Morgan

Library in New York.

A Bride and her Bridesmaids is the subject of CMA’s first full-plate (roughly 6x8 inches) daguerreotype by

the American duo of Albert Sands Southworth (181 1-1894) and Josiah Johnson Hawes (1808-1901). Famous for

their daguerreotypes of socially prominent Bostonians, as well as visiting politicians and theatrical celebrities,

(more. . .)
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Southworth and Hawes were highly sought after for portraits that exceeded most other studio products in technical

excellence and aesthetic quality. This demanding group composition required skillful placement and lighting of four

young women. They stand formally before the camera in slightly varied poses. The crisp texture of the fabric,

ribbon, and lace of their elaborate outfits is heightened by clear, natural light filtering into the studio from a skylight.

Among other recent acquisitions are the following:

• by 19
th
-century Chinese artist Yang Yisun, On the Enjoyment ofLife: Calligraphy in Seal Style (archaic

Chinese script); CMA’s only other Chinese calligraphy, a monumental hanging scroll by Wen

Zhengming (1470-1559) was acquired within the past year.

• by David Smith, a lithograph, handcolored in blue, ofDon Quixote (1952). Considered the artist’s most

important print, it is a powerful evocation of the misbegotten hero that epitomizes Smith’s expressive

and spontaneous style.

• from the African Zulu culture of this century, a large clay beer pot, enriching the CMA’s small collection

of contemporary African crafts. Among continuing gifts in memory of the museum’s late director,

Robert P. Bergman, this was given by Bemie and Sue Pucker.

• by Maria Martinez (1881-1980), one of the most distinguished Native American potters of the

Southwest, an earthenware bowl from about the 1940s, given in memory of Dr. Henry L. Tapp by his

family, MaryLou, Carl, and Richard Tapp.
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